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iI, 

if.Serious Criticism- Apguiler and Mantik 

Gary Aguilar and David Mantik are both medical doctors. Mantik 

is also a physicist. Aguilar, in addition to his private przctise is, 

ig 
as we have seenf, fully gecupied with several hospitals and he also 

prpedtie rh 2, bath; 
teaches« His field is the eye. The time tee \take for their research 

and thi nking about thdassassination seems to be impossible for them, 

i dt itrer, f fot i , if f 
bat they have devoyed much “time Both are Fetzer's Part TII, “ne 

il v7) 

Medical Evidence/Pages 175-298). Aguilar's essay it titled, "The 

ft 

Converging Medical Case for Conspiracy (foages 175-218), Mantik's is 

"Paradoxes of the JFKAssassination" pages (219-298) . Manttk—has 

GU 
+ emer ot aAssassination: the 

7 

rf the 

J.—thornton 

AGOS— Ae "Conversation 

with_i-ehn-fhersole Dp., on 2 Deeember wid eencien tae tep- Beebe Man 

Manta MoD.> Pad pages 4 4407. ‘ 
as Tw? . ae > 

fi Ma ntik has five other contributions¥wo are of text, three Fetzer's 

Feary! 
apperdix. In Part V, #' he Zapruder Film, "Paradoxes of the JFK 

Assassination, } fhe Zapruder Film Controversy" (pages 325-60) p. in 
Lf i/ 

Part VI’,"Righting the fecora; "Paradoxes of the via Assassination4y 
OF a 

Tite Silence# of the Historians" (Pages 371-411) dnd in the Appendix, 

"Conversation with Johnibersole, th of 3 December 1992, Transcribed b 
fe 

«ST oe ‘ 4 a i 
by David Q@W. Mantik, M.D., Ph. D; (Deposition of “horntgn Boswell, Ma.D., 

on 26 February, 1996, ifaaitea by David W,. Mantik, Md .D/ob sogdtion 

of James J. Humes, M.D.,on 13 February, 1996, Edited by David W,. Mantik, 

M.D., Ph.D." (pages 444 #&@-52). 
VY 

Between the two of the, Aguilar and Mantik contributed 324 of 

Fetzer's 468 pages most of his book by far. 
; Ae Les 

But # while,it' can be considered the most seriously critical of the 
——~
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Yet defor fla {2 the Time they have dewoted 40 their assassination 

work tney lacked the tine required to master all they had to kiow 

to nebe able to make real and meaningful studies of such 

complicat ed and misrepresensed information and more, they did 

not have the time, inAtheir bus y professional lives, to learn’ so 

much that is relevant to what they intend doing. Sometimes this resulted 

in their duplicating what was already established but by other and 
\ disclosing 

usually more dependablemeans. An terms 2 tn Formation aa was 
] 

not known, 4ewhat they did not know was a significant goashinrasion 

in their ability +6 make produce what is rea_ly signgificant and 

is new..
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sum > 
essays, iehas the ao ba flaw be which I sought to caution them 

long before they wrote their essays: bynot considering the record that 
— 

or bw sg cbf ~ SignifiycantBy j 
od existed) sbhey added nithing~new to thayexiating record, except the 

due, 
form of what they concluded, aad what they developetis weeker because 

and - ly s ) 

it has no wantirnetiongus in part serious/wrong on fact. 

a) , 
some, and this incldes what they treut as most important in “<heir es 

A 

essayd; i§ entirely wrong and to a--ede-aidegree it was known to be 

—j : ; wronfg,¢sometimes they refey to knowing what they knew made what 

they said false, but they ignored the proofs that they Mere seying 
oo 0 Uhm yy UrAea 

whet is nos ftrue Atiere jis also what was reudilty available +nat + a 

did nor consult, the+-oroved wha¥ fhey wer working on tc be wrong. 

This is not serioudresecr#h Ano iact matter how serious the one 

making she inquiry feels he is, no matter how serious he may look 

or sound. 

Take the Mantik essay, Paradoxes of the J®K Assassination, with 

fo) 
th e subtitle "The Zapruder Film Contyversy. 

Beginning wits and incluing his dtithe £-this not fectual, so 

tag o “wo ; = ; 
it is nZt honest. One side is and always has been em@efentirely 

fictitious. It is not new with Mantik , but again, he ignored the 

safeion because he wanted to say what he did say and h@ wass not 

ae } ous — t =... 
cconcerned tha t it wagnot legitimate becwause he fell he was we right 

N 

he had no interest jn. what proved it wrong. #ven when he W'nad thata 
UN he 

proof, jn part, dm—j~ce hands. 
F & 

For it to be a plegitimale mparadoy, eee2both sides need to be true. 

The definition of pargddox in she Oxford American dictionary is,"" a 

statement, etc., that seems to contradict itself or to conflict with 

" it Cc . 
common sense but which ontains a truth ( as more haste, less speed) 

To simplify this unil ewe have more detail, he makes a big deal 

—_ 

out of what he says is the Taking cf of the Zaoruder film ein which
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io 

he is very far from alone) whil/whe and all of ARRB had the 

applying o 
proof that the allesed faking was impossible - Thre ere other proofs 

but one is all it takes. 
\ 

First what Mantik says, preceded mby the editor's note" that liek 

in udaoh (Cbiweiy eben! ew SHO] OT 
Fiezer adds as—obvieusiy, begin:ing with his first sentence he does not 

The rest fof retzer's g pretending he is knowledgeable when he fas 

not is lergely false. Note also pthat he tré ats the faiséties 

about one IL im as unquestianabls fact, as, largely, Mantik also Goes. 

ben's 
Fe eM ne —voint, refers to"the lack of authenticity ogfhe film." 

é 
This alleged Lack af authenti¥ity is the baseless fabrJ/cation of 

some critics who find making up what bthey want to be true when t=s is 

not truey more congenial and @eever so much less trouble thaW 

legitimate research in|he greats vcolune DL mundi ly availabl “e and 

Pevrtrne we 
pwesinent offickal informavion. 

There is nothing wrang with official information if it is true. 

Une of Mentilete-e3s Fetzer's essdfys, op attributed to Douglas ?. 
no? only 

Hornef, consists entirely of copié s of oetioiay recorde({ (sages 

ferpar’s y) 
eo bbe only is Mewes very first sentensce faldegm, 

subject-matter ignoramu/that he is, #& this is pretty much true 

of the rest of it: 

the most extensive and detailed studies of its internal content and other proper- 
ties—including comparisons of the film to other copies, of the film to other pho- 

tographs and films, and of the film to eyewitness reports—in the history of the 

study of the assassination of JFK, provides a framework for understanding and 

od exploring the questions raised by the lack of authenticity of the film, which has 

been extensively edited using highly sophisticated techniques. Those who wish 

to pursue this issue in greater detail should see the studies on this topic in Assas- 

sination Science (1998), which includes Mantik’s transformational work. pyr 32 J 

one [Editor’s note: In this essay, David W. Mantik,.M.D., Ph.D., who has undertaken
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an giditden,- ail offs depends on when MM: eat tle did whatedér he 

did in the Arcgives andwith which of the films there. For many years 

_pursuant t ¢ o its agreement with Zapruder, ite Time, Inc. nef; d the 

“
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wa fot 
A few pages later Fetzer has another "editorSs" not/theat he does 

not know enough to be honest in it. He Pays No avoid confusion between «tf 

the out-of-cumera original and th e current eigon in the Archives - 

which are not identicalin my view - I shall use the "geen? to 

describe #Athe filn sarentiy Hoe _ the Arcbhives"(page 32). 

Even if he means what he does not say, Fetzer, knowing nothing 

aopout whatis in the Archives 

=(hintgat the originel not being the original rilm in 

that Pateo deposit. Using “originalW wdnd "copy" is easier and less 

confusing end it meens that what the Archives says is the original is 

not that, then he couldpay "fake original." Besides which the uArchives 

should have a rffambexbot copies of the film, those made for and used 

by other agencies. / 444 None 

“ts or B 
Ae neithe:/ Jee nor Mantik b&ther to tell their readers, at the moment 

of the initial processing of the exposed original film three copies 

were made and all woundhyp with federal agencies. Tre Secret Service copy 

4 
left Dallas ea little tefe midnight tha day of she assassination. Mantik 

shjeuld have known thisfrom Whitewash II, published in December 1965. 

PAlong with that I pubiisned, in Lede  ssmite, what Mantik could 

have used, that taprudepia the Wecret er Nhey that the first 

shot came from over ‘ba shoulder, as he fortifided wnen. belatedly, he 

became a Commission witness. 

Along with thé aaeupported claim that theoriginal film was not 

the actual (2 Tiim and thecla} m that the #& original was altered, had 

either tlantik or Petzer been an authentic scholar, as each oretends, 

they could have found support in the Warren Commission's testinOny. 

And if they weuld have bee Wneifortable citing the Commission, 

they csukd have found B it in the very first book on the subject, 

1996's Whitewash. It cites the best authority on the Zapruder camers,
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yhthe man who used it, Zapruder himself, making a unintended statement 

thet @dwhet—as said pphis filn did not hold what he knew should be 

there and isn'tL: 

in 

iu yw | Gapruder was expLaluiug now ne LOUK Ls PLELULES, . was 
, shooting through a telephoto lens ... and as it (the Presidential 

car) reached about - I imagine it was around here - I heard the : 
Aye first shot and I saw the President lean over and grab himself ..." 
Uy | (7H571). Lawyers know very well that such words as "here" in tes- 

' \ timony relating to a location reflect nothing on the printed page. 
; When they want the testimony clear, they ask the witness to iden- 

[: tify the spot meant by "here", Zapruder was not asked to explain 
where "here" was, But the startling meaning of Zapruder's testi- 
mony is this: He saw the first shot hit the President! He described 
the President's reaction to it. Had the President been obscured by 

the sign, dGapruder could have seen none of this. Therefore, the 
President was hit prior to frame 210, prior to frame 205, the last 
one that shows the top of his head, and the exact point can probably 
be reconstructed from another unique quality of the Zapruder footage 
the Commission saw fit to ignore entirel fd HAR Ww), 

mi. o2..-4 On a - Meccue LE@ ~ 

_ 2D 

— Pere pamen WAtzer praises Manvik as the premier scholar on the film, 

Maw ’ oe 
but he’ prefers conk{jecture to actual sworn testi mony, a new kind 

VW 
of scholarship for huaee phe the endlessly boasted of Ph.D.s. 

™here is more but .zhis is far from all: 

Zapruder even informed the Commission that he saw the President's 

waving motion with his hand turn into a grasping at his neck (7H571). 

He even called to the attention of the Commission something wrong at 

this precise sequence‘in the footage (7H573). He had been shown a 

few frames beginning with 185 and was testifying about them when he 

said, after looking at 185 and 186, "Yes; this is before - this 

shouldn't be there - the shot wasn't fired was it? You can't tell 

fran here?" 
The lack of response from Assistant Counsel Liebeler was noted 

by the court reporter: "Mr, Liebeler. (No response)." 
Zapruder then continued, "I believe it was closer down here 

where it happened. Of course, on the film they could see better but 

you take an 8-mm. and you enlarge it in color or in black and white, 

you lose. a lot %f detail. I wish I had an enlarger here for you" 

(T8573) 4f). es nffan une nase 7° sos Mi Aawt an? ees : ffE tim 

The foregoing is not an uctair charac aterization of most of 

what apsses as scholarship on the Zaprdder film. I t also is not 

unfair to fat @AMantik shows 6 f Hahds scholarship. 

Mantik next tells us that “without the Zaprfuder filn, we would 

be forced dto rely on the reports of eyewitnesses" (page 327). 
af 

a 

Not realy. And withtepruder's film both the governmént and critics 

doe use eyewitness testimony. 

Zap uruder's is thebest film but Where are others that would
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Yee 
The real reason theFBI ds gclines Govies of Bronson's films is that 

that a at aXthF 9 Le Wes 
ey did not s Ow" Oswald with a smoking .| The rule seemed to be no Ogi 

Pi uf (i pon 
Uswald, no good. In addtion, part seem to be exculpatory, and 

Dall 
no agent who wanted to hold his sob deed bring anything like that in. 

“oreover, those Fcims culd have been used to identify a large number 

wv 
of witnesses and to pinpoint where theose witnesses were “precisely 

the time the shots werdfired,")But that also did not interest the FBI. 

/— (Menbik was in touch with me but he never ssked me for any of 

| the informations I had on the Zapruder or any other films.) 

| _____ 
valuable information inany real nveEStagetLOn « 
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f 

N. 
have besn used mors tha/they were and there were also others tnat the 

FBI avoided and would have been brought out earlier had HA there 

been a known need. 

> 
One that the FBI suppressedI learne about in an FOIA lawsuit 

against the paltas FBI office (DL 89-43-5~8). When the FBI was forced toa 
2? y 

examine the ,»- Bronson 4%, film thfje agents reported that /fhile 

the "Film did depict pthe ear d ob, S car at the precise time the 

shots were firedy h 
a - Creel “] Brame 2 Att tie 

LT wres © “43> : 
pratahes” yee ee 

When (riena of min e saw these reports they Tound Bronson. protected 
4 ’ 

all his rights, se as som and tha film provrd he, PBI agents did not 

file an honest aes accurate report “Vy Brmarn ttine (4A here 

v - ~ a " 

ASU: y—itadentifying at Keast 50 witnesses, al ne with more 

in one Ststil? ni k om = sae, see mean -..its 

Id. ve-Oswei-d;-not good to the 

" tt-trad-ckos oto 

f hthe FBI th that very—wind 

had_no: iding Bronson, en an 

“tb Dart of the ibvestigation. <ct-sho Timous né eid-the peovel 

This also addressesFetzer, his scholarship and his opinion of 

the scholarship of others, as well as his judgement. 

kK fter Saying that "If the Zapruder film is authentic yet 

displays such profound disagreement with eyewiitnesses,"” Wan tik 

goes back to the beginning of World War L, I, to Sarajero as he stretches 

to om make an invalid point (pege 527) We skip thah and his othe malark4 
. . — . + until, "Mili cent Cranor reninds us that because of the prossoects of 

photographing vampering eyewitnesses have legal priority over
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This is another case where fact is not material when the 

WW 

assassination nuts weremeeing up their tales in which they had such 
a . 

att 

atnong fenelaet tape Be tees ignoreg all disproofs./For the time Trl B 
4 ae “A prey 

perjod of 4nd ee aa that Zaoruder camera orginal was in the 

vhicago photo labs fot Time, Twa. where that corporation was making 

Sppoies of the frames injended for use. it was then, when ffgotantik 

wersa wants it believedfinat the camera orginisl was in Washington, 
_ ae Civ kde 

th¢gat the camera original was camaged Ghen a black-and-white copy 

was being made of it, that black-and-white copy Ye be used in 

the Life issues where color pictures were not to be used and to 

have availeble for sale to toothers, from which Lifife did profit. 

There is also the fact that the *YSecret Service orint of the 

Zapruder film was a copy made in Dallas and flown to Washington 

the night of the assassination. And, as none of these self-styled 

experts even hints at, it would have been criminal negligence if the 

Secret Service did not immediately seek the ‘Help of the country's 

outstand ing experts ata the National rhotographic In/erpretvation 

Genter, which it did ang the oficial Seemmaronorts of the @inPic 
eel 

included nothing &brlike proof of gix to betth shots coming from at 

dice oe, 
least tnree different locations 

Wary 

It is simply toposes believe that with all thaty/time, Inc. had tied 

uo in the camera original of the 2apruder film thqs it would let that 

fibm out of its possession. fet veven sued the publisheWw wha published 

drawings made from copies of some of those frames. 
» then . 

Fhe film meant a fortune to Time, Inc., whéch pwned all the 
A 

reght. A ¢glimmer or whal it | Was worth is that efter three mere-then three 

Timer my 

decades of th: oxolusvedrigh’ to); that film,when Vine reverted she right 

to th Zapruder heirs, the government, which could pave confiscated the 

film, plaid a reported eighteen million for it and ,th “e heirs stil got 

paid for the uses of it.
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wf 
Time voight and got his film directlty from dzapruder the 

day after che assassination, Saturday, November Z3, 1963,
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ohotogrqphis evidence ‘(page waxy He naghe as well have said that 

according to Milicent Ccranor, perjury has to be accept d by the 

courts as superior to photographic ebidence, especially er 

Msuch photpgraphs as ae akenn by the police. 

Next he says what he was told but is a complete impossibility, 

a proven impossibility, but these who indulge in what they 

dignify by referring tq then as theories: and are really conjectures, 

most of the time With ry factua} basis at Ct eongetures, 

although he had thecBecot “hat, 38 wee impssible ad ‘ded to by the ARRB 

records he has and frotaer abexodece he next actually says that 

a Secret neriltce agentwho had flown 4 the camera original) Fe a tuiegh 

Rochesfer# feydevelopmant before bringing it +t o the #RE¥ENPTS: ( page P74” 

We dy come to what Fetzer tells us to see and we do see there / 
Recent releases by the ARRB, however, suggest otherwise. The Homer 

McMahon interviews, in particular, suggest a broken chain of possession. [Editor's 
f 

ya note: See the NPIC reports by Douglas Horne elsewhere in this volume.] McMahon 

V\ was head of the color lab at the National Photographic Interpretation Center 

yw (NPIC) in 1963. He describes receiving the film (without a doubt, the Zapruder 

4 film) from a Secret Service agent who had flown it to Rochester for development ° 

: ape before bringing it to the NPIC. McMahon's recollections were corroborated’ by 

! one of his assistants, Bennett Hunter, who was also interviewed by the ARRB. 

As best these two could recall, they received the film on the weekend imme- 

diately after the assassination (almost certainly before the funeral). McMahon 

recalls seeing the film projected at least 10 times that night. It was his opinion, 

based on this viewing, that JFK was shot 6 to 8 times from at least three direc- 

tions, but the Secret Service agent told McMahon that there were just three shots,. 

and that these all came from the Book Depository. McMahon and his assistant 

\ were told to keep their work secret and were prohibited even from telling their 

_ —~_\ supervisors (who were not present), bq 3 3/) : oe 19 7 A 

We do come to what fdtzer tells us to ‘aww and ws see there what 

Fetzer did not include here and what does not buttress his boastful 

claim that Manti€ is the most. 

Mkentik swings farthur away from fact and, as he argues insthend 

of citing fact, he gets,ore and more irresponsible and unfactual. 

There is no #relevant argument in what Yollows and what he pretends 

is fact is not fact:
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The chain of possession argument relies critically on the memories of those 
wh : who handled the film that day. Those skeptics who disparage the recollections of 

n 

ww} the Dealey Plaza witnesses nonetheless insist that the memories of the film han- 
A dlers that day were flawless. Why those who handled the film that day can be 

owt trusted, while those who witnessed the assassination are not credible, is known 
wo piv only to disciples of film authenticity. Besides this reliance on the memory of the 
A film handlers, however, the chain of evidence argument relies on sworn affida- 

\ ) vils—to the effect that only three copies of the film were made at the Jamieson 
laboratory on 22 November 1963.( P *44 332 

The actuai chain ogpossession, firmly proven. proven beyond 

reasonable quesyiondy 

was far away from Washington or Rochester. Mantik is off on this 
Zz 

jirrational kick, which is not at all scholarly, on the basis of what 

he attribtes to others,a lapse in memory of one Secret Service agent, 
— 

who is offset by the clear and accurate recollection of others and 

wéth much else that is factual and is confirmed, officially. ind jb 

yon | NAM uy ¢ a Nj 
os As, if either Fetzdor Mant ik knew what they shoul# know to be 

thew te 
publishing and writing be corruption of history that, Fetzer makes 

Mantik the best assassination scholar. 

Mantik is careful not to name those he refers to as "film 

hand |éars, ” but the film @@was never in the possesskion of mere 

nama LOO, ; 
"flim handledr" from thccamera to Tine megazine. When it got to Time 

= Ake 
and where in the dion organization that eet, when and where it was 

developed and how many cfpies and what happened to each of those 

A : 
copics iff peyonf rationt questioning, its well known, and this & 

A dwt VK 1 

ore-eminent éscholar,(the best of ell assassination scholars, 
\ 

/ : : 
aesariit /according to Fetzer, makes no mention of any of that. Because 

g 
it {'s amply and soliaWconfirmed. Mantiff is reduced tp argument, 

andl , 

which is Nof Scholarship and iw is the dirtiest kinnd of silly 
t 

argument in which, without anyreason at all, he slurs -vjfithose who did 

what proves his line of conjecture is false and he knew that, or should 

have known it, before he slarted off on this xind of the phoniegst
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d 
false'retense of scholarshio. 

In his next disparagement of sworn-to truth Ke Mantik, in effect, 

argues wWthat with regarto the Zapruder film, what Ire wants the 

evide to b H Wed i ; nce to be and is iypossible must be credited and the sworn-to, 

first-person affidavits, perjury ig not true, cannot be believed 

while his hokum must bebelieved, 

this and more like it is wiat Fetzer proclaims is the best 

assassination scholarship when it is not scholarship at all. 

Mow 

Next he actually argues that what is acceptable to the opeourts 

: \ . 
is no gooq while the faulty and obviously impossible memory, un- 

sworn, must be creditespbove it: 

co 7. 
\ 

valli” ( For the credibility of these allidavits’ ultimate reliance must be placeu uu 

- va human honesty—there is no movie film that documents the preparation of only 

Jy three copies of the film. How do we know that the affidavits were honest, or even 

: WA that the signatories were actually ina position to witness everything they claimed 

jy (” W to see? Is it even possible that the affidavits were deliberately prepared—possi- 

: bly at the suggestion of the Secret Service—merely to cover up the existence of 

\ additional copies? Paul Rothermel, head of security for H. L. Hunt (Twyman 

1997, p. 552; Harrison Livingstone, Killing the Truth 1993, p. 522 and p. 533) has_, 332 

_| long claimed that he receiyed.a-copy. of the film on the day of the assassination,,/ py ‘ 

: ® = ~ ® = ~ Ll 

Maen en---t! tretie 
& —_ ud 

ASRS davita ‘ yy so aaq j Affidavits, as even stidpnony assassination scholar should jknow, 

‘ f 

what /S sworn to in realife, not in drecsms of being Sherlock Holmes 

returned from the grave, doa require and do#s depentf on “duman Honesty. 

; ! 

sithout €°hat honest, those who attestto what is not true fd.ce jail and 
} 

- ; . ; 72? 
disgrace. All of Mantik'c irrational conjecture/are false and he offers 

/ 

not a single reason to believe the conjectures with which he wants 

f 

the Aworn-to and obvioustruth disregarded. 

D { Rotherme : ee . . ~s g , G 
Pau othermel, whojpknd¢gw, is a big ae | ai » OES x cén 

flan a WW Ah (1 be tite £2 Inert W 

saddle himself with. ook this canard from nis Yéespe:ted assassina- 
7 ’ 

tion expert, Mantik says of wim, Marcy Aivingstons, who went for that 

Rothermel fabrication when he wante +o mx mix the already mixed-up 

_ WN Jes HL, 
So -called assassination "reseqgrchers” upf, Rothermel andY-iunt did not 

P #) ? 

y 
have any coy of Uthe film. fFrom wnat otnermel told’ ke he then was
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very busy learning from the FBI, for which he had worked, 

{h A <b q 

whee it would he best ttake H-.Hint,who was believed 4&2 be in some 
) . 

lan Tahal a Al wrArng rer | 
da nger. Rothermel toldthal the FBI recommended Opitetehphia, as Im 

now Beyeremeber it ,e6 ns it ines and he @ also 

told me that he ké‘ ot ‘ythe old man there for a motnth. 

withno need of thqfilm of which he could not have obtiained a 

copy in any event. te 
DWI ’ 

From the official and credible evidence, not conjectures. 

We skiv more like this, fof which Mantik heeps a great surplus 

on trusting readers ,and atop the earlier corruption s of our history» 

(nat we skip remains underscored in my annotated copy of the book) 

' 

Wu If the tilm was altered, why leave in evidence that suggests a frontal shot? I 

‘ have previously addressed this entirely sensible objection in some detail (Assas- 

OM sination Science 1998, D- 272), but it still provokes discussion an emotion, so 

VV several more comments may be useful. Based on a careful review of the eyewit- 

{ | nesses, JFK most likely slumped forward twice, once after the throat shot, and 

then immediately after the fatal headshot (a motion not seen in the extant film). 

film (unnaturally acpclenpied by excised frames), has come to be seen as the 

_—— head snap, 5 w4@ 332 ye a | | | 

fr - =, chm dod’. « “Airing Conpoctwre. 
- 

First if ali, therdis no :vidence at all - not gisingle fact- 

| 
| view with Noel Twyman, this is exactly what he described in the film that initial 

| 
| 

. a ‘ 
tnat the Zapruder film as altered except what I brought to light in [00 

Un Whitewash:when the Chicago +ime office was making pdlck-and white 

cola frm - fhe 
prints of the co edeva’camera film, the actual original, a film 

we 
t#chnician made 4 @diagonal tear in it. Thas was the day after the 

assassination, SaturdayfIt was on Saturday that the deal with Time 

\ a 1 % 
was\greed-to and the original went off to be made into pictures to 

LiPe stemy aed fin feta eee cnt 9 plea, 
illuminajte the Time-Stry< The original was, atched in haste and the 

oft. 
film itself remained inthal ime office until’ the immediate editorial 

A . Were 
need for it was past. ; 

é 

And with what Tine paid Zapruder and woul later incryease ,
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Some ox it is pretty .wild and, wild as it is, it has no con- 

firmation. It is merely Mantik letting his mind rush wild, without 

ere : 

any restraint, most of all of plain, old-fash*ioned common sense. 

Like + 

“——r The bloody saspray now seen at berore the first s hot t o give rise to 

such 2. .wieible spray The bloody spray now seen gat Z-313 was 

Ls, 

\ oo A, , 
) (which is no longdr in the vtiath sage 334). 

At the same point he "provides a rather long timeinterval (two 

months) for completion of the alterations." 

Conjecturing away “Wadly, uninhibitedly, irrational and without 

sa single fact to support any of his sraziness, “be Gion says that 

"it i's even possihe tht no alteration was done within the sibst few 

Hayinis is crazy nad has inot~a-single 

Thts-daceesey—andnies ot a Single fact to support any of it. Even 

his conjectures get pretty skinpy and he has nothing else, Not a single 

fact ie support any of this insane wildness, (page 777 ). 

ese psopriats illustration, one of many, fvthat illustrates 

the reasons that other self-styled assassination scholar, Fetzer, 

boasts, as we ha¥e quuoted hin as sayéng , that Mantik is the finest, 

the greatest of assassination scholars. )



1 hme 
it is for sure that -im, was not going to let anyone outside of 

the time organization lay a hand on that original, from-he ~camera film. 

Au. that Mantik seiffiere is conjecture and worse, it is conjecture 

that has no basis in \fat | , 

Mantik A@aise »hw hee question and he raises it the wrong way. 

He and the saeer Gencbossiviatl on nuts, and that is what he is here, 

If the film was doctored, and the head shot is far from all that 

disproves the official assassination ‘solution, " if the film had been 

edited, what @ proved tthe Warren Report wrong would sive been removed, 

Nfo 

as it was not, wand whaiyendee to confirm it would have been inserted, 

But mithe A 
and=ee+—adso was not @done. In short thee is no reason to believe it was 

Thirk ov vl net , that , 

altered tet,—wit—se—reareason to believe (and no fé¢dact to confirm any 

® coud bd 

alterations it is ali irrational, nut fabrication. 

Mantikks "4ost ae pe " other such conjectures are all made up, as 

; we SUL ley 

is all h4ays with no Le basis thet mKst likely," which none is at. 
ren 

all. 

Vhat he says of thqbody likewise has no basis in fact and it 

ry {fy y rier pol thew 
refuted by the actual,unedited Zapruder filmed oily J rive, 

[Ame a Zep} a 
Q-f- irks if haveched=s print made froma copy that was made from the 

a Bain 

camera original and havstudied the ‘slides, also made from the original, 

in the National Barchivs. I also have had a distinct advantage over these 

assassintion nutyin that I have seen enlarged and close up wriiwhat they 

know nothing about becasuse there is no rgesal scholarship among =8as 

tkox those who dream of the film being doctored so they have no need to 

follow legitimate leads that were public and they could have and did not, 

Wt could and I aia. Eng not one of theose nuis culled scholars 

went to check on what I'd rescued from suppression and was freely 

available to them as itbecame to ne. 

What hapened is thai caught the FBI in a dirty trick and exposed
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it, in Whitewash II. 

Which was published in December, 1960. 

This is a streamlined accunt of what is publdéshed @she elsewhere 

iN this series of book manuscripts. 

I caught the FBI holding back nine of the slides Life gave the 
dQ of when 

Commission, color slide he FBI was making black and white covies, 

~ UPL 
ok When + published shis bth ¢Archives was embarrased. I was invited 

in to see the color slide, whgich were placed with the other slides, 
—_ 

; , cf Phe oo, 
accessible to ell. “hose pictures are so sgear te on projection to 

i 

about five feet in widt! gon the screen the Awcdives used, iL saw 
i Wo 

immediately that gwko frames into those nine the FBI nad a good reason 

3 

wto pretend an accidentand to withhold them. 
/ 

The President had been thrown violentl iy backward, against the 

back of the seat. Slowly in the slides but ravidly in ectual time, 

he falls over onto his wife. In’ these two slides the back of his head is 

clearly visiblge. The: ‘fis not a hair out of praePe Uumhts head individual hairs az 

Ly 
are quite visible in thetilargement. Ther: is no ashe no bloow d on 

tbe back of his head. Tfhere is no blood on the clearyly «* vvisible 
4 WU 

back of his collar or oon his jacket And that was #t Twenty Giides atter 3 

the fatal shot... 2¢2/4 hare 

- Tests-so-fast none that cock-and-by1l stu_ff 44a. Mantik attributes 
4 

wean aea el 
aed 

to unnamed "obystanders"and he described that cakse skuff£xXr 

falsehood from those ccm and from what Mlantik refers to as his 

careful" care faa. reviele reperts total falsehood. Not a word from 

those "bystanders" - is true and the entire Zapruder film could not wuhave 

~~ 

bdeen doctored to meet the demands .f those sick minds that make up 

whethere is wanted and ic r onedaeeg 38 soon as made uo-with no 

basis for arly of it. AS 
“ 

“The President fellrapid;t sidewise on h and he did not tise and 

she did not even cry tolifg him. She held him.
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it igs so past % frames meang a ninth of a second - that none of th 

cock-and-bull stuff thay Mantik attributes to his unnamed "bystanders" 

not only cannot and doé not refute it - they did not veven see it 

in a ninth of a second and made no mention of it. So, with Mantik 

another of the Fetzers wno insist on the legal fiction that 

eyewitness comment, no matter how false, is legally preferable tO. 

confirmed, actual, undoctored pictures, are not even aware of this in 

that film so they do no have to continue. as Mantik here does, with 

the sick pretense that doctoring bing Smm film, only slightly more 

than a quarte of an inch in its larger dimension, is as simple and 

easy as tick-tack-toe. | 

aiigo Mantik's booas boasbed-of "@e"careful review did not detect it 

so he did not have to make use of his endless conjectures and other 

impentacda he pretends are unrefuted fact. And, not learning of it in 

that "careful" review of his, he had AG need to add this to the other 

parts of ths film his sick mind told him were edited. 

And so the €£ Zapruder film here holds what is destructive of the 

official invention that became the official "solution." and flo ama mm thé 

hn, } 

. A / 

V In the brief seriesof frames of which these ta dre part - and all 

tbh 
nine of those frames comes-te but a half of a second - the »resident 

falls sidewaays onto hiwife. He did not rise and she did not 

) 
sor try to help him dothat, another of the inventions of these would-be # 

Dion Tracya , | 
She held him. 

‘This is more of the intellectual and factual garbage that, to 

T Le ee . F 
Fetzer, makes Mantik Youtstanding uxxkxmx expect on the assassination 

and
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no matter how high ‘w@ opomion Fetzer has of Mantik, there is no 

truth in any of this, no matter hownaniy’'seens likely" ghe invents. 

"Seems likely," even ifs is Mantik's opinion, is not fact and does 

not and cannot refute fact just because -antik makes it up. There is, 

still gazail, no evidence to support what Mantik says. 

Nor is there sny need to e@fexcise frames of the Zapruder film to 

hide the alleges limousine stop. The FBI's analysis of the film is that 

. Greer 
very briefly and very #rapidly tGree put the brakes ojin when he 

on vel 

heard a shot but beforce the Limousinp Bar tes full stop he speeded 

AL 
up as fast and that lumbering limousine that, with what had been 

been added to it, it could sveed up. ch eft 

Snd the film,-which about which once again Mantik passes oft “what 

is made up, still again, as always, with no basis in fact at all 
13 Mawlds J4iH1G 7 ite 

the "film was" hot "hidden from £kz public view until 12975) {. page-sss}.. 

I spent amny hours examining it in the AR¢Si Archives many days in 

1966. Bootleg copies were widely and easily available not long after 

that, no later thd n 1367. Nor was it thiftManyik's unaunnamed "editors" 

who "were not eager to @ashare their product” with anyone. The vtafact 
By 

i. 8, nae ‘time pad boug hthe film and was annxious to make money on it. 

J eet vet hy Wg vt Awe 
siving- e-em en aba: isdon, was—so—that—+ime—could_make—money 

from—th fitm. 

by the time he fabricates his way this far, Mantik says he 

"conesudes" that "without knowing what the original film ww actually 

showed we can only gspeculate on the difficulties faced by the forgers" 

(page 333). <n this he assumes as fact what he and other so-called 

theorists made up with no basis in fact at all, fpathat the film 
(aA 

was forged when there ism no, evidence ot fergery at all. There is only 

what eminent scholars like Mantik make up as they ijagine themselves 

to be Sherlock olmes #reborn.
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Mantik braggs about his many trifé to the ational Apehives in 

pursipakeit of wha: he also makés a big deal of, ex mination of 

film in his effort to pro e that the ripe was alterajion it of. He could 

make all those trips cont’ purpose but not to see the Zanruder film, 

which was always accesibele at the Archivws. 

tie Gould not use any or thos trips, for example, to see those 

withheld nine frames after I exposed that in 1966. But of coursse, if 

he had , he could nwot make up wnat he hag about alleged accforing | 

of that that film, as’dhave seen above, 

And # back to th#e slleged stopping of thej.imousine Fetzer is 

loaded with it as also is the Warren ‘Jommission f#records. In Palamara's 

As 59 Witnesses, on pages 119-21, of t)wenty-t¢wo witnesses, nineteen 

saig there was a stop. So it was all very open and there was no need to 

eliminate 4 nything from thé #8} film because Mot the FBI analysis 

and that anything was rynoved from the film is Mantik's fabrication, 

there being no evidenceot it in addition to there being no need of it. 

Mantik is ua fof conjecture he palms off as fac} and on the next 

page he refers to wha. he makes U@p as his "interpretation" of the 

eVidence. His fist ‘gdm interpretation” is that "JFK was first hit in the 
such 

head from the rear, weawhile slumped forward; as inZ- -312" Aside from 

the fact that there is no hole in the back of the President's head, 

he does not say when Kennedy was in such a position and unlessit was 

at about the timé the Commission itself made up, iff cauld not have 

happened withouldestroying the Warren Report, (page 334). 

As Mantik conjectures gayly away, he invents ascond head shot of 

Yhoih he hads given no proof, and then he mukes uv all over again ythat 

"The blood sprauy MENXHRHANKN now seen in Z-314 was probably ‘which makes 

. WW" } 

this fabrication the beet scholarly evidence )imported from the image of 

/ 
the second neadphos (which is no longer seen in the film).
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) 
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vespite Mans ik 'f facile nvention ,, which he wants accepted, as 
bn dae clits veg / mM yates 

in just s@bean Se 334). 

Without giwiaag and real need for any alteratiqon of the 

Zapruder film he then says df “the time required" for all tnat he 

made up, that his own “few is that the editing went on for a long 

time" (page 334). How thai could possibly Bde when there were 

three official copies ‘dhe original film and some made from them. There 

is, at the least, the Time black-andwhite copy made for providing 

Other than color pictures aa use is. Time.qu/ haw une , 

There were also vheg si11 “made by the government, oartifularly | vy 

Ythe NPIc, and by ime at the lefast. Other copies can have been 

wade for other ¢agencies to obatain information for those agencies. 

Playing unseemly games without having ai all taitdeuary duplicates 

on all copies was to invite disaster. 

Thiere was no official need for such alteration, all of which was 

Made ip by assassination nuts, which they all are, even those with 

Ph.D.s. 

No actual need is offered by shose nuts and there is no such 

need for government. 

Dep despite all of this Mantik fabrication and so much more 

like it, for which there is no e¥real evidence or need, the fuct is thet 

all the film these ee people ml was altered, each and every 

kind, Zapruder's, the eal te, and KIA; 

&.each and every one ait now exists, after all that inayines? 

alteration, defeats sagarre®n Geport. It makes no sense that film be 

altered, which entails heavy risk, to alter it dso that it aec¥omplishe 

tue exact opoosite of ts alleged reason for the alleged alteration. 

The only possible reason for the alleged forging of the film is to
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after they had been gséthe Jautopsy Arays and photograohs.



sky ies : 

of the. mazgins.-of the. bono. when viewed £7 

6ftthe. skull. This “is characteristic of 

the..skull.~ 

‘om the inner aspect 

A Wound of entry» in 

Exit 

The autopsy report further states that there was a large 

qrregular defect of the scalp and skull on the right involving 

chiefly the parietal bone put extending somewhat into: the 

temporal and occipital regions, with an actual absence of 

scalp and bone measuring approximate ly 13 cm. (5.42 inches ) 

at the greatest diameter. In non-technical language, this 

means that a large section of the skull on the right side of 

the head was torn aWey by the force of the missile. Photo- 

42-37 inclusive, 

raphs Nos. 5-10 inclusive, 17, 18, 26 -28, 

44 and 45 portray this massive head wound, and verify that the 

Jargest diameter was approximately 13 cm, ‘The report further 

states that one of the fragments of the skul): bone,- received 

from Dallas, shows a portion of a roughly circular wound pre- 

sumably of exit which exhibits beveling of the outer aspect of 

the bone, and the wound was estimated to be approximately 265 

to 3.0 cn, (1 to 1,13 inches) in diameter. X-ray Nos. 4, 

and 6 show this bone fragment and the embedded metal fragments. 

Photographs Nos. 17, 18, 44 and 45 show the other half of the 

margin of the exit wound; and also show the beveling of the 

bone characteristic of a wound of exite Photographs Nos. \4 

and 45 also show that the point of exit of the missile was 

much larger than the point of entrance, being 30 mm. (1.18 

inches) at its greatest diameter. Photographs 5°10 jnclusive » 

32-37 inclusive, 44 and 45 show the location of the head wound, 

and verify the accuracy of the Warven Connission drawings 

(Exhibits 336 and 388, Vol. XVI, ppe 977 and 984) which depict 

the location of th e head wound. 

NO OTHER WOUNDS 

ms established that there were smaj.l metallic 

However, careful examination at the 

ys taken during the autopsy» 
‘The x-ray fi) 

fragments in the head. 

autopsy, and the photographs and x-ra 

yevealed no evidence of a bullet or of a major portion of a 

bullet in the body of the President and revealed no evidence 

of any missile wounds other than those described above. 

s under "NO UTHER sOUNDS." 

evidence of bullet fragments at any p 

Tne official solution o: 
eged to have wounded the neck, 

t that it have produced all of 

——— 
Note the careful game with word 

is that the x-rays revealed no 

ident's body except the head. 

that testimony is true, for the bullet officially all 

399, is ulready impossibly burdened by the requirerien 

Connally's wounds as well. Here the doctors say 0 

dence of a bullet or of a major yortion of a bullet in the body 

distinguished from the head). hat this peculiar language cust mean, and as the 

second panel later confirmed, is that there are indeed "minor portions of a bullet" 

in the President's body, a negation of the official solution. 

578 

Dr. Humes' sworn testimony 

oint in the Pres- 

f the crime cannot stand unless 

nly that the x-rays revezl "no evi- 

of the President" (as_ 
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eliminate what is uncongenial to the official account of the 

assassination. 

Mantik mires himsel #@@even more when he writes his iamagined 
ry WWrune 

f¥1 alteration wae not liekly (qhevidenze for Fetzer'a pre-eminent 
hea th fy 

asscissination Sroilut) Hthat the work was completed overnight , or even 

Lthi eset é eo - within a few days (page 334) anne - 

Or,yas this imt=eskes iff AR (Gp, not until after copoes 

\ Bis of the filmhad been distribpted throughtout the givertment and 

lime, inc., had distrthuek copies of many f rames in several issues 

of Life. 

antik also says that “nose named big Med aac hare questions 

absut the chain jotpoaxt pokssassion. Not really. The quest jions 

they actually raise,as we see, have tv do with Mantik's integriity P 

hud 
# Aa Mantik wen jectures analy, we cannot séecuea al) toat he conjectures, 

but a few we do Lo fewtlihe and his associates had to know abrus, nie to ack 
ie addlun fhe Pues ce 

qgddress and did “aah addéress. Thesé “ave from Post mortem, from a 

oN 

report by the Navifs d autopdsy docters) Notice the cute language that 
} j ‘ = ‘ : 

clearly indicates therqvagnore metal in xiee the region of the neck 

woumd than is accountded for by those Navy doctors and this when *tfhe 
rd 

+ } 
firt doctors to seats quoted in the giivet book, hitewas , testi- 

\ 
_———_——_. r Exhibit 94, Ligeatly 

fied t+h-+ that “ener was more espe ae from the bullet natn 
4 (GSN & 

nnedy than ee conjex¥ture Caézient I use that entire page 
Ud Len Hekpnnedy ef the top p 4 

“andthe f footnote, fo anzorn readers more “fuk fully, 

14 
ai luff, From wn lL cort of he a fa of Justice panel of the cp@untry's 

utle 

best experts, they confirm metal wae that :s not accounted for in 

Ah cout 

she autoosy,Abd fhis thy report DM ol ofures and Kpays. or wwhaticiria 
“ > an Cy 

of nankyobe ey) were Mantik's "experts" and Mantik himsel? conjecturing 

awat( with when th alledly a/terred film Picks up this Kika fot 
4 Z 

altération , if alteration it wad, that by Witself destroys the
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ab 
f ~ f who 

i. uv HA Ps 

Warren Report by destroying whet ie Posterke it, the Svecter fabrication 

of his single-bullet theory that ee not a theory smd) seas a myth. 

() fone 1968 report of thee autopsy doctors quoted above also destroys 

the Neport the samme way, by destroying that singlesbal et fabrication 

witnout wee no Tone and unassisted assassinfairy tale is pss 

“possible ye Thad pated A Aepel Why [AcA01m Le vn Ped 

Mutinn Vt 4) 580-95. TAN ain we use the entire page so the 

) 2 
reader can bea fy Confident that nothing is changed in any wayt@ 

y And, small as those bullet frage Yas in the "Neck Region" may 

be, they are more than enough to- aks Was ative made-up history of 

ie magic edie: Exhibit 399° imposssible, and with that they also 

make the entire mythical official "solution"to the HFK assassination 

ale completely impossible:



Neck Regiont Films #8, 9 and 10 allowed visualization of the 
lower neck, Subcutaneous emphysema 1s present just to the right 

of the cervical spine immediately above the apex of the right lung. 
Also several small metallic fragments are presen€é in this region, 

There is no evidence of fracture of either scapula or of the 
Clavicles, or of the ribs ot of any of the cervical and thoracia 

vertebrae, 

The foregoing observations indicate that the pathway of the 
projectile involving the neck was confined to a region to the 

right of the spine and superior to a plane passing through the 

upper margin of the right scapula, the apex of the right lung and 

the right clavicle, Any other pathway would have almost certainly 

fractured one or more bones of the right shoulder girdle and thorax, 

Other Regions Studied: No bullets or fragments of bullets 
are demonstrated in X-~ rayed portions of the body other than those 

described above. On film #13, a small round opaque structure, a 

little more than l mm, in diameter, is visible just to the right of 

the midline at the level of the first sacral segment of the spine, 

Its smooth characteristics are not similar to those of the projectile 
fragments seen in the X-rays of the skull and neck, 

Examination of the Clothing 

 sute Coat (CE 393) A Tagged oval hole about 15 mm. long 

(vertically) 48 located § cm. ¢o the right of the midline in the 
back -of the coat at a point about 12 cm, below the upper edge of 

the coat collar, A smaller Tagged hole which is located near the 

midline and about 4 cm, below the upper edge of the collar does not 

overlie any corresponding damage to the shirt or skin and appears 

to be unrelated to the wounds or their causation, 
In describing the all too few x-rays of the “neck region" the panel demolishes the sarren Keport and the integrity of the autoysy doctors! testimony. Humes had sworn there were ng metallic fragwents in the neck visiule on the x-rays (2H361). 399 is clearly unfrazwented, yet it had to have cxused the neck wounds for the Commission's case to survive. ‘hus, the panel's statement that "several small metallic fragments “ure present" in the nec region, although lacking the detail and precision that might be eanected from such eminences, is sufficient to prove that the Report and the autop- sy findings on which it was based are irreversibly wrong. 

592 
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anteriorly and. supertorsy. None. can be visualized.,on..the left side 

of the brain and none betow’a-horizontal plane..through. the floor: 

of the anterior fossa‘ of” the~skull. 

On one of the lateral films of the skull (#2), a hole 

measuring approximately 8 mm, in diameter on the outer surface of 

the skull and as much as 20 mm, on the internal surface can be seen 

in profile approximately 100 mm, above the external occipital 

protuberance, The bone of the lower edge of the hole is depressed, 

Also there is, embedded in the outer table of the skull close to 

the lower edge of the hole, a large metallic fragment which on the 

antero-posterior film (#1) lies 25 mm, to the right of the midline. 

This fragment as seen in the latter film is round and measures 

6.5 mm, in diameter, Immediately adjacent to the hole on the 

internal surface of the skull, there is localized elevation of the 

soft tissues, Small fragments of bone lie within portions of chews 

tissues and within the hole itself. These changes are consistent 

with an entrance wound of the skull produced by a bullet similar 

to that of exhibit CE 399. 

. The metallic fragments visualtced within the right cerebral 

. hemisphere fall into two groups. One group consists of relatively 

large fragments, more ox less randomly distributed, The second 

group consists of finely divided fragments, distributed in a 

postero-anterior direction in-a region 45 mm, long and 8 mm, wide. 

As seen on lateral film #2 this formation overlies the position of 

the coronal suture; its long axis if extended posteriorly passes 

‘through the above-mentioned hole. It appears to end-anteriorly 

immediately below the badly fragmented frontal and parietal bones 

just anterior to the region of the coronal suture, 

Here we learn that the entrance wound in the head, never measured by the autopsy doctors 

who preferred to locate it merely as "slightly above" the occipital protuberance, was 

actually 100 mm. above that point. No silly millimeter here. That is 4 inches higher 

than the autopsy doctors made out, putting the wound high on the back of the President's 

head instead of near the hairline as the doctors swore to and depicted on drawings. 

his is how the panel "supported" the autopsy reporte 

590 

3 BA 
The foregoing obs 

was struck from behind 

occipital region 25 mr 

above the external occ 

fragmented on entering 

of fine metallic debr 

explosively fracture © 

emerged from the head 

In addition tot 

no evidence of projec 

or in the right ceret 

passing through the 

Also, although the £ 

of the midline and i 

skull, no bony. defec 

entering or leaving 

of the midline or ir 

reasonable to postu: 

in a direction othe: 

Of further not 

presented to The Pa 

regions by what apf 

on film #2, a pair 

the film, Neither 

interpretation of 

@he panel's non sequi, 

must hive wounded the herd 

left side of the head coul 

such as a frangible bullet 

impact. 

Note also the report 

was also mentioned by Hume 

a description of precisely 

no way of knowing whether 

evidence. 
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—____ 
Humes twice omitted the vord " 
a word of entiresy Opposite meaning, 

puncture” on this pa, page, once actually replacing it with "lacerated,"' 
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These are/facts, seconjectures,| These ordered changes represent 

the kind of alteration that were made by the order ot top Navy 

ata 
brass in an effort to fortify tee also made-up official assassination 

"solution" tha thaz, with expoure, they can no longer dor. 

It would have been meh easier to alter these 1 piatmgzier 

: pope iiss te to edit tke film and not get youught at that, i ick (2 
wit WWladned 44 fh Fe tzers, 

_instead, ‘they d¢were hidden by the Justice department. 

‘I obtained the firsbwo medical aspintl tien I was part of the 

effort to have the fasic autoosy and assassination_ ay a available 

to the jury in the Cl LayShaw case in New Orleans. the Aunes handwritten 

replacement Satay keport I found hidden whefire it would never be looked 

in “hy As hives, 
fone-ating ‘we with the autosy records and his death certificate that 

Admiral pune had "approved. This ‘umes holograph was written on a 

weit white table+ that had pale blice lines that are now sieked un 

by the camera in nakingeosies Wot it. I also have color pictures of 

this Humes holegraphpa.The autosy reportthat I published in Post 

Mortem is copied from the/iumes holograph, not from any other copy 

or version ‘fof it. mn af 

What enscoustlratee a 5) eit should be snswresoSt eration to 

destroying the officialand made-up assassination "solution" 2s—at 

Sate the Katzen bach memorandum was” even considered, the Navy, on dts « 

Own, was busiLepe enagged in seeing to it that the nation would never 

have any iin solution to the assassination of the President, a coup 

d'etat, yi with that was orotecting the actual assassins. 

This revised Humes cautopsy proctocol was actually written two bdays 

after the autopsy examination. That was ~hé @asame day that <the 

Katzenbach m:moradndum was writven but dhe Navy's orders, not to do 

a complete aba proper autewosy, were the day of the assassination.
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Gb phir Le (os) aloo YH? 
From that same (panel of the country's best exerts, yiwtx—idleieo 

the unequivocal svatenspnt that that the Preside jt! s head woun# was 

four inches higher thanfthe meng doctors plaged it in their auvops # 

Post Mortem, pahe page ial get 15 A Nhe. 
en 

dio 
a 

After Hupes buted 1s tS first autopsy proctol He wrote another oney 

ste a replacement of it. He testified that the changes in it 

were @rdered by his Ani axemine fhe 6 aes &x' pagde seven of this-# 

draft. Before that ordeed change, WHumes had written of that head 

woukd that it was "tangential @#to fees ee Vourtace of the 

' Lecterrte ™ 
sgalp- dhanging shat to one word, Q@kadwearws} makes an sVarnous change 

wy thee V\ 

‘ Cin if what dumes had writtne before being orderd to make the change by 

Va GM A SS, peg Beye , 
top (brass. (E Post Mortépm page 5ixm autopdy yet eae apzesevebn . ) 

1 fhiee Cralerod MAN 
3B ni These factdl,not sonjectilre? mee represent the kind wot alteration 

“ fficued "2. 4 Autim.” 
ig would be made by som¥onf seeking to fortify I 

. 7 Nae > 
F CaM ox " : 

“With-more than we oH tuke room fer we-skip ehead—to-page 341, where 
a 

ubheads his writing, "The Chief “rammsek Arguments—Agaihst 
= a 

— 

Authenticity " (oage 341). we 

mentik 8s 

Let-us..seeA\if. Mantik included these di ot, not qarguments. 

A wound="tange *ialto the surfaeé of the scalp" ca:.not be at the 

back of the head, at tne re i—-of-the occiput, and this in itself 

destroys the made-uo— tertat assassination "solution" and with it, 

as to the totwo x ees, dsdestrsys all the film-alterong 

nar f the Fetzerw and their Nike, articularl: Mantik, beca use, 

anong er tings, they-e-iminate any usefUk.purpose done by the alleged 

oe —_—— A 

alveration, wich could-have been only~to make the icial solution" 

we Weebie; ic isn ever was. ms
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extra space 
: Md of 

There is more, mie more, very much too much for bhat is on, 

by o& related to Mantik and while there should he a coommentary on it for 

the nation's history, doing that when © am now eighty-eight and have 

Much more to Se is: now beyond me if I am to do anything else. 

i believe hay whisiee have seen of Hantik and his scholarsnip, of 

how his mind, ie f ga both a medical doctor and a physisist works, 

“is Powe more than enoug tor Sve LHe anything he says alla. aa i, 

this subject, the subriSasub ject: of the @Seassination and its “ coh 

investigations. - 

He has no credibiliy at all and anything he wites or says must 

bear his lack of credibility in mind when it is considered. 

Woot what vemadne | this second atusnere-of Fetzer adventure into 

the escassinatdon in bis effrts to get attention from it, to build himsel.: 

@ reputation he neitherhas nor deserves, @pconsidering Aguilar 

remains.
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bs ; ea 
pybcer® Lf retyfie ltr £ & Jury & Mew Not for retyping, for cdonsideration., v4. 

) robag mn Chaily Brmo; | loom 
6 @Dailas FBT Se6 if they 

‘are not used in the text, they should be avpended at the end of 

this chavter oreceded by 
“4 {ML 

Here are those two sp pressed —— FBI r@sorts on t#eCharles and bo "9 fe shee 
Sronson|Filn | at FBI office ret.sed free copies et. WThis information 

Y 
did not leave Dallas. Yobtained it in an FOIA lawsy¥it for the 

JFK assassinatuon records of the Dallas and News Urleans ofzices. 

if not used, please just return 
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SON, Chief Engineer, Zarel Manufacturing “* 7s, 
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Films taken by Mr. B ON at the time of the Sion hor’ 
mm, color slides ‘<7 2) "42° -:*~ 4 

+ .. {41m were reviewed. These films failed to show the building 4727 °° 

~~ pom which the shots were fired. Film did Gepyct the % - “tse 
: president's car at the precise time shots were (fired; howeverg-=-2 -? 

a the pictures were not sufficiently clear for identification ~:~ 

= 7% purpopeBe 2. TR it ET jeep amici — ree ee Te Sy 
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rie? One of the 35 mm. color slides depicted a female "77. c 

R wearing 8 brown coat taking pictures from an angle, which .7 0.2.2. 

would have, undoubtedly, included th@ Texas School Book: veri 

Depository Building in the background of her pictures. Wer vee 

pictures evidently were taken just aé.the Prpiadet was shot... - 

os Approximately five other individuals in the 

7 * pictures at the time. -.- — -: tT a 
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